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We consider the thermodynamic properties of systems in contact with an information source and
focus on the consequences of energetic cost associated with the exchange of information. To this
end we introduce the model of a thermal tape and derive a general bound for the efficiency of work
extraction for systems in contact with such a tape. Depending on the perspective, the correlations
between system and tape may either increase or reduce the efficiency of the device. We illustrate
our general results with two exactly solvable models, one being an autonomous system, the other
one involving measurement and feedback. We also define an ideal tape limit in which our findings
reduce to known results.
PACS numbers: 05.20.-y, 05.70.-a, 89.70.Cf
INTRODUCTION
The advent of stochastic thermodynamics [1, 2] re-
vived the discussion about the link between statistical
mechanics and information theory. Sharpening the Sec-
ond Law of Thermodynamics into an equation, and un-
ambiguously identifying information as a thermodynamic
resource allowed an improved analysis of some generic
problems at the borderline between statistical physics
and information theory. Examples include thermody-
namic efficiencies in the presence of information exchange
[3–9], the formation of information carrying biomolecules
in driven chemical systems[10, 11], as well as the opera-
tion of models of Maxwell’s demon [12–17].
In a paradigmatic setup a physical system interacts
with a tape from which it may read and/or on which it
may write information in form of bits. In most inves-
tigations so far, two idealized properties of such a tape
have been taken for granted: first, the tape preserves the
information forever i.e., its states do not change sponta-
neously; second, the reading and writing of information
does not require energy.
In the present paper we study the modifications aris-
ing when these idealizations are weakened. To this end
we introduce the model of a thermal tape. The cells of
such a tape are n-level systems with all levels having dif-
ferent energies E(y). Moreover, the tape is connected
with its own heat bath of temperature Tt. Changing
the state of a cell of such a tape hence requires some
energy; leaving a cell alone for a long time results in a
relaxation to the equilibrium distribution of the tape. In
this way the two features of an idealized tape mentioned
above are replaced by somewhat more realistic assump-
tions. We first study energy and entropy balance of a
general setup involving a thermal tape and then investi-
gate two more specific examples. The first concerns an
autonomous Maxwell’s demon, the second deals with a
systems with measurement and feedback. We investigate
bounds on the thermodynamic efficiency of these models
and discuss their relation to those obtained previously
for ideal tapes. A convenient way to do so is to scale the
device
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FIG. 1: Setup: a device interacts with an heat bath at tem-
perature Tb, a work reservoir, and a tape. The tape consists
of identical n-level-systems. Before the interaction with the
device, the tape is in equilibrium with a bath at temperature
Tt.
energies of the tape states according to E(y) = (y)Tt
and to perform the ideal tape limit defined by Tt → 0.
GENERAL MODEL
We consider the setup depicted schematically in Fig. 1.
A physical system called device exchanges heat Qb with
a heat bath of temperature Tb and work W with a work
source. In addition it interacts with an information car-
rying tape made of identical units which we model as
n-level systems, y = 0, ..., (n − 1) with energies E(y).
The tape is coupled to its own heat bath of temperature
Tt; we will assume Tt < Tb throughout our analysis.
Before interacting with the device the cells of the tape
are assumed to be in equilibrium, i.e. the probability to
find a cell in state y is given by
peqt (y) = exp
(
F − E(y)
Tt
)
, (1)
where
F = −Tt ln
n−1∑
y=0
exp
(
−E(y)
Tt
)
. (2)
Throughout this paper we set Boltzmann’s constant kb ≡
1. Each cell interacts with the device for a given time in-
terval τ during which it is decoupled from the tape bath.
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2In the course of the interaction the system may change
the state of the cell at the cost of supplying or receiving
the suitable amount of energy. At the end of the inter-
action period the cell is decoupled from the device and
brought into contact with the tape bath again. It then
starts to relax back to its equilibrium distribution. After
interacting with a sufficient number of cells the device
will in general approach a stationary state, in which its
probability distribution at the end of the interaction in-
terval coincides with the one at the beginning. We will
concentrate on this stationary regime.
Let us denote by poutt (y) the probability for a cell to be
in state y after the interaction with the device. Clearly,
poutt (y) 6= peqt (y) in general. For the average energy Qt
exchanged between device and tape we then have
Qt =
∑
y
E(y)[peqt (y)− poutt (y)]. (3)
The change in entropy of the tape is given by [18]
∆St =−
∑
y
poutt (y) ln p
out
t (y) +
∑
y
peqt (y) ln p
eq
t (y)
=−
∑
y
poutt (y) ln
poutt (y)
peqt (y)
+
1
Tt
∑
y
(peqt (y)− poutt (y))(F − E(y))
=− Qt
Tt
−D[poutt (·)|peqt (·)],
(4)
where D[p(·)|q(·)] = ∑x p(x) ln p(x)/q(x) denotes the
Kullback–Leibler divergence of p(x) from q(x).
Because of the cyclic state of the device the first law
of thermodynamics acquires the form
W +Qb +Qt = 0. (5)
The second law stipulates
∆Sb + ∆St ≥ 0, (6)
where the entropy change of the bath is given by ∆Sb =
−Qb/Tb. Using (5), (6) and (4) we derive an upper
bound for the efficiency of the device working as a heat
engine:
η ≡ −W
Qb
≤ ηmax = 1− Tt
Tb
− Tt
Qb
D[poutt (·)|peqt (·)]. (7)
For the correct interpretation of this bound it is crucial
to keep in mind the twofold nature of a thermal tape.
Since the Kullback–Leibler divergence is always positive
[19, Chap. 2], the efficiency of the setup always stays be-
low the Carnot efficiency ηC = 1 − Tt/Tb. The Carnot
limit is reached only if the cells relax infinitely fast to
their equilibrium distribution. In such a reasoning the
tape plays the role of a (non-ideal) heat bath and the
presence of some slowly relaxing degrees of freedom mem-
orizing the state of the system prevents the setup from
reaching the limits allowed by the Second Law of ther-
modynamics [22]. In the ideal tape limit E(y) = (y)Tt
with Tt → 0, on the other hand, we find Qt → 0 from (3)
whereas (4) shows that ∆St remains non-zero, i.e. the
system still exchanges entropy with the tape but no en-
ergy. The bound (7) approaches its trivial limit η ≤ 1
and the system is able now to perform beyond the re-
strictions imposed by the (traditional) Second Law since
it periodically extracts energy from a heat bath and con-
verts it into work (accompanied by writing information
on the tape). In this interpretation of the tape as an in-
formation source [6] the very same correlations between
system and tape that were detrimental for its role as a
heat bath turn out to be the clue for its performance over
the (traditional) Second Law. The result (7) holds for au-
tonomous systems; it remains valid also for systems with
measurement and feedback as long as no additional en-
tropy is absorbed or generated during the measurement
process.
AUTONOMOUS DEVICE
In this section we detail the general analysis described
above for a simple autonomous system with exactly solv-
able dynamics. The setup is motivated by a recently
introduced model of a Maxwell’s demon [15], see also
[12, 14]. We assume that there are only two states per
cell of the tape, y = 0, 1, with energies E(0) = 0 and
E(1) = Et ≡ Tt > 0. The restriction to two levels is
merely made for formal simplicity; it has the additional
advantage that any distribution of incoming bits may be
modeled by a tape temperature Tt. The scaling of Et
with Tt ensures that the ratio between up and down cells
in the incoming tape is fixed to tanh(/2) irrespective of
the value of Tt.
The device is assumed to be a two-level system as well,
with states denoted by x = 0, 1 and energies Ed(0) = 0
and Ed(1) ≡ Ed > 0.
The interaction between device and tape is defined as
follows, cf. Fig. 2. At the beginning of the interaction
interval device and tape are instantaneously coupled to
form a composite two-level system with energies 0 and
Et+Ed. The combined system is put into the state of the
tape. The energy required for this setting of the initial
condition is obtained from the work source. For a time
τ the combined system then relaxes in contact with the
heat bath at temperature Tb under the exchange of heat
Qb. At the end of the interaction period the coupling
between device and tape is instantaneously removed and
both remain in their respective states. The tape hence
records the final state of the device. Neither heat nor
work is exchanged in this final step. The tape is then
moved one step and the device starts to interact with
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FIG. 2: Energetics of the autonomous device. The two level
systems of the tape and the device are coupled to form one
two level system. The combined system relaxes for some time
τ and is finally decoupled.
the next cell.
Denoting the probability of the device to be in state
x = 0, 1 at time t by pd(x, t), the stochastic evolution
of the combined system during the interaction with the
heat bath is governed by the master equation
d
dt
(
pd(0, t)
pd(1, t)
)
=
(−W d1,0 W d0,1
W d1,0 −W d0,1
)(
pd(0, t)
pd(1, t)
)
, (8)
with transition rates
W d1,0 = e
−Ed+Tt2Td , W d0,1 = e
+
Ed+Tt
2Td . (9)
The solution of (8) for the initial condition pd(y, 0) =
peqt (y) is of the form
pd(y, t) = e
−rtpeqt (y) + (1− e−rt)peqd (y), (10)
where
peqd (0) =
W d0,1
r
, peqd (1) =
W d1,0
r
, (11)
denotes the equilibrium distribution the system ap-
proaches for τ → ∞. Here r ≡ W d0,1 + W d1,0. The prob-
ability to find the device in state x at the end of the
interaction interval is hence given by pd(x, τ).
Defining
Φ(τ) := [peqt (1)− pd(1, τ)]
= [peqt (1)− peqd (1)](1− e−rτ ).
(12)
we find for the average work W provided by the work
reservoir
W = Φ(τ)Ed, (13)
and for the average heat Qb exchanged between device
and heat bath
Qb = −Φ(τ)(Ed + Tt). (14)
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FIG. 3: Regime of work production. If the parameters lie in
the shaded region, the device delivers work. If they are in
the white area, the device consumes work. On the solid line,
dividing both regions, the system is always in equilibrium and
the work is zero.
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FIG. 4: Comparison of the efficiency ηaut (solid lines) of the
autonomous device with the upper bound ηmax (dashed line)
given by (7) and the Carnot efficiency ηC for τ = 10 and
Ed = Td = 1.
The efficiency is given by
ηaut =
−W
Qb
= 1− Tt
Tt + Ed
. (15)
The device delivers work, W < 0, if Φ(τ) < 0. With
(1) and (11) this condition acquires the form
Tt
Td
<
Tt
Tt + Ed
. (16)
Similarly to (7) this relation implies, that the efficiency
is below the Carnot limit ηC whenever the device delivers
work.
The regime of work production is shown in Fig. 3. For
→∞ the incoming tape is saturated with zeros and the
device delivers work for all Tt < Tb. With decreasing 
the maximal value of Tt at which work is still delivered
gets smaller. Finally, if  < Ed/Td the device consumes
work for all Tt. In the ideal tape limit, Tt = 0, work
is produced for any  > Ed/Td. The line W = 0 is
characterized by peqt (x) = p
eq
d (x) [cf. (12)] and the system
is in equilibrium during the entire process.
4Fig. 4 compares the efficiency ηaut with the bound ηmax
and the Carnot value ηC for three different values of .
In the regime of work production we have ηaut ≤ ηmax ≤
ηC as it should be. With the exact solution (10) of the
dynamics at hand the complete entropy balance may be
determined which demonstrates that the Second Law (6)
is fulfilled as inequality whenever W 6= 0 . Accordingly,
ηaut must be strictly smaller than ηmax. A saturation of
the bounds ηmax and ηC is obtained only for either the
equilibrium situation, W = 0, or in the ideal tape limit
Tt = 0. In the former case no work is performed since
Carnot efficiency implies zero power which for a finite
interval τ is equivalent to W = 0. In the latter case all
curves meet at η = 1.
SYSTEM WITH FEEDBACK
In this section we investigate a system driven by a pro-
tocol which depends on the outcome of a measurement of
the system state. The result of the measurement is writ-
ten on a tape and we are again interested in the role of
the energy necessary to accomplish this storage. We use
the same general setup as in the previous section with
device and tape modeled as two-level systems. The in-
corporation of the feedback step is done in analogy to a
model introduced in [12].
At the beginning of the interaction the states of the
tape, yin, and of the device, xin, are independent samples
from the probability distributions peqt (yin) and p
in
d (xin),
respectively. The state xin of the device is then measured
and the result is stored as yout on the tape. We would like
to include imprecise measurements into the analysis and
therefore allow for xin 6= yout with a certain probability.
It is convenient to use the incoming bits of the tape as
preassigned compilation of these measurement errors [12].
The measurement is then prescribed by
yout =
{
xin if yin = 0,
1− xin if yin = 1,
(17)
and the probability for an erroneous measurement is
1/(1 + e). Eq. (17) defines a one-to-one correspondence
between the state (xin, yin) before and the state (xin, yout)
after the measurement. As a result no entropy is gener-
ated during the measurement [20] and Eq. (7) still holds.
To extract work from the system the following feedback
is performed. For yout = 0, the system stays unchanged.
For yout = 1, i.e. when the system is more likely to
be in the upper state, the energies of the states x = 0
and x = 1 are instantly interchanged. If the system was
indeed in the upper state, the energy Ed is released as
work. If not, the same amount of energy is consumed.
After this change of energies the labels of the states are
interchanged as well, so that x = 1 again denotes the
state with higher energy.
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FIG. 5: Comparison of the efficiency ηfb (solid lines) of the
device with feedback control with ηmax (dashed lines) and
the Carnot efficiency ηC for different values of . In this plot
Ed = Tb = 1 and τ = 10.
After this feedback step, the probability to find the
device in the upper state is given by peqt (1), irrespective of
xin. The device now relaxes for the duration τ in contact
with its heat bath. This relaxation is again governed by
the master equation (8) where, however, the rates are
now given by
W d1,0 = e
− Ed2Td ,
W d0,1 = e
+
Ed
2Td .
(18)
Keeping in mind these modified rates the ensuing analysis
proceeds as in the previous section: the solution pd(x, t)
of the master equation is given by (10) with (11) denoting
the equilibrium distribution that the system approaches
for large τ .
In the steady state of the system, the distribution of x
at the beginning and at the end of the interaction must
be the same, pind (x) = pd(x, τ). Using
poutt (1) = p
eq
t (0) p
in
d (1) + p
eq
t (1) p
in
d (0) (19)
we find
Qt =
[
peqt (1)− poutt (1)
]
Tt
= [peqt (1)− Φ(τ)] [peqt (1)− peqt (0)] Tt.
(20)
as well as
Qb = −Φ(τ)Ed. (21)
With W = −(Qb +Qt) this yields for the efficiency
ηfb =
−W
Qb
= 1− [p
eq
t (1)− Φ(τ)] [peqt (1)− peqt (0)] Tt
Φ(τ)Ed
.
(22)
Fig. 5 compares this result with ηmax and ηC for dif-
ferent values of . We find again ηfb < ηmax < ηC for all
Tt > 0, and in the ideal tape limit, Tt → 0, all efficiencies
converge to 1. However, in contrast to the autonomous
case W and Qb no longer change sign at the same value
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FIG. 6: Work −W delivered by the feedback device (full lines)
and upper bound given by (26) (dashed lines) as a function
of the energy parameter  of the tape for different tape tem-
peratures Tt. The other parameters are Ed = Tb = 1 and
τ = 10.
of Tt. Therefore ηfb = 0 when W = 0. Also, there is no
equilibrium situation for the system with feedback.
With ∆Sb = −Qb/Tb = (W + Qt)/T , the second law
(6) acquires for the feedback system the form
−W
Tb
≤ ∆St + Qt
Tb
. (23)
Due to our dual use of the tape as source of measurement
errors and chronicle of measurement outcomes we have
[19, Chap. 7]
∆St = I(xin, yout), (24)
with
I(xin, yout) = −
∑
xin,yout
p(xin, yout) ln
p(xin, yout)
pind (xin)p
out
t (yout)
(25)
denoting the mutual information between system and
tape that is induced by the measurement. We may hence
rewrite (23) as
−W ≤ I(xin, yout)Tb +Qt. (26)
In the ideal tape limit, Tt → 0, we have Qt → 0 and
(26) assumes the well-known form of the maximum work
theorem for systems with feedback [4, 6, 8, 9, 16, 21]
−W ≤ I(xin, yout)Tb. (27)
The relation (26) is also a consequence of the Sagawa-
Ueda fluctuation theorem [5]. Since Qt ≤ 0 as follows
from (20) we hence find that a tighter bound for the
maximally extractable work in a feedback setup results
if the energetic cost of information transfer is taken into
account.
Fig. 6 displays −W and the bound resulting from (26)
as a function of  for different values of Tt. In the ideal
tape limit, Tt = 0, both curves increase monotonously
and saturate at finite values for large , i.e. error-free
measurements. For Tt > 0 both −W and the correspond-
ing bound exhibit a maximum. This non-monotonous
behaviour could already be identified in Fig. 5 with the
efficiencies for  = 2.1 being larger than those for both
 = 1.1 and  = 10. It can be understood intuitively as
follows: for small values of  many erroneous measure-
ments occur and therefore −W as well as I are small.
For large  measurement errors became rare but the en-
ergy −Qt to write the measurement results to the tape
grow. Accordingly, the difference between the bounds
(27) and (26) increases and the latter must eventually go
down again. Hence, if the energetic cost of information
storage are properly accounted for the work production
is not maximized for error-free measurements. Instead,
there is an optimal fraction of errors.
SUMMARY
Information is a thermodynamic resource; upon pro-
ducing or consuming information physical systems may
convert energy with efficiencies that are unfeasible oth-
erwise. A direct but also highly idealized way to study
the thermodynamic impact of information consists in the
sole inclusion of the Shannon entropy of the informa-
tion source into the overall entropy balance of the system
[3, 6, 10–12, 14, 15].
However, information transfer is typically accompa-
nied by energy transfer as well. Introducing a thermal
tape as a succession of multi-stable cells with nontrivial
intrinsic energetics we discussed some basic implications
of the energetic cost in information exchange. The ther-
mal tape may be either interpreted as a (non-ideal) heat
bath or as a (non-ideal) information source. The correla-
tions between system and tape that are introduced by the
interaction are crucial in both cases. In the former per-
spective they reduce the efficiency which therefore stays
below the corresponding Carnot value. In the latter, they
may increase the efficiency and performance beyond the
limits set by the (traditional) Second Law of Thermody-
namics becomes possible.
We illustrated our general results with the detailed
analysis of two exactly solvable model situations. The
first is an autonomous stochastic system. Depending on
the interpretation of the thermal tape it may act as a con-
ventional heat engine or as a Maxwell’s demon. The sec-
ond systems is driven by measurement dependent feed-
back. Here we showed that the bound for the efficiency of
work extraction becomes tighter when the energetic cost
of information transfer is take into account, and that the
efficiency shows a non-trivial maximum at a finite frac-
tion of measurement errors. This is in contrast to the
situation neglecting the energy exchange in information
transfer where the efficiency gets maximal for zero mea-
6surement error.
If we prescribe the same energy to all states of the
tape we come back to the idealization in which no en-
ergy is necessary to write on the tape. In this ideal
tape limit our findings reduce to the results for efficien-
cies and maximum work limits known in the literature
[4, 6, 8, 9, 16, 21]. There is hence a certain complemen-
tarity between the thermodynamic concepts of work and
information: whereas work is energy without entropy,
information is (in its idealized form) entropy without en-
ergy.
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